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One of the key issues in QKD is the rather limited data rate at which the secret key can be generated.
This paper explores the use of twin beams in a PDC process for imaging CCD devices whose photon
counts in symmetric pixel positions can be used to generate secret keys. The fundamental reason is that
the two beams are entangled in the photon number state and measurements of the correlation statistics
should theoretically expose the presence of the eavesdropper. Via a binning approach the photon counts
at Alice and Bob who each image one of the two beams, can be turned into discrete labels that represent
elements of the raw key that needs further reconciliation and privacy amplification. Discrepancies between
the photon counts can be modeled via a fictitious discrete memoryless channel. Furthermore, the use of
multi-pixels images allows to create a number of parallel channels for generation of secret keys, thus
significantly boosting the achievable key rate.
This work explores the derivation of proper channel models for this application starting from measured
data and the optimization of the secret key rate. Trade-offs between error probability and key rate are
analyzed, with the final goal of maximizing the system Shannon capacity.
